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Stop 1 (con.)

The Kentland Structural Anomaly, Indiana

By R. C. Gutschick, Univ. of Notre Dame

Introduction

The purpose of this article is to present a short account of the geology of the Kentland

disturbed area in light of recent developments. Rock exposures are essentially confined to

one deep quarry operated by the Newton County Stone Co. (McCray quarry of Shrock) which

occupies about 40 acres in the NW 1/4, NE 1/4 section 25, T. 27 N., R. 9 W., Newton County,

Indiana; although there are two other very small inactive quarries within one-fourth mile

distance. Excellent earlier reports on the geology of this area can be found in Shrock and

Malott, 1933; Shrock, 1937; Shrock and Raasch, 1937; and Boyer, 1953 (unpublished). Evidence

for the anomalous structure is the presence in the three quarries of more than 575 feet of highly

deformed Ordovician strata in an area that should otherwise normally have Lower Mississippian

bedrock. The oldest rocks exposed in the quarry are estimated to be more than 1500 feet below

the surface in the well 3 miles to the west at Kentland, Indiana (fig. 4). A veneer of glacial

drift masks the bedrock and adequate subsurface information is lacking, which makes it difficult

to define and understand the anomaly. A few of the more popular explanations of its origin

include gaseous explosion associated with cryptovulcanism; hypervelocity and explosi ve impact

of a meteorite; and uplift, folding and faulting due to regional tectonics.

Grateful appreciation is extended to Mr. T. R. Stevens, Manager, Newton County Stone

Co., and his staff for their hospitality and assistance. The author is indebted to H. B. Willman,

Illinois Geological Survey, for use of his unpublished manuscript on Kentland, permission to

publish the stratigraphic information, and guidance in the field. Erhard M. Winkler kindly

furnished the air photo base which facilitated the mapping, and John Patton, State Geologist,

provided the subsurface information.

Stratigraphy

Hope of solving the structural relations in the quarry lies in the stratigraphic key.

Fortunately, through the careful and ingenious work of Shrock, 1937, and more recently that

of Templeton and Willman, 1961, a useful analysis of the stratigraphic sequence has been

established (see fig. 5). Five groups including eleven formations (one unnamed) are recognized.

Detailed studies of the Platteville group within the quarry by Ziemba, 1955; Carozzi, 1956;

and Wanless, Ziebell, Ziemba, and Caroz zi, 1957, are summarized on the stratigraphic chart.

A thin veneer of Pleistocene glacial drift rests unconformably on the Ordovician rocks in the

quarries. This transported mantle is generally less than 50 feet in southern Newton County

but also attains thicknesses over 100 feet (McGrain, 1950).

Geologic Structure

The Kentland disturbed area lies along the south flank of the Kankakee arch so that

strata generally have aN. 600 W. strike and dip gently to the southwest into the Illinois

basin. A preliminary geologic map is included to indicate the general structural pattern in

the quarry (fig. 6). Note that some mapping is on an oblique sloping surface from the top to

the bottom of the quarry. Quarry operations concentrate on the carbonates and have delineated

the gross structure, that of a complexly faulted syncline which plunges to the northwest. There

is duplication or interruption of the stratigraphic sequence in the north and west sides of the

quarry. This over-simplified picture is complicated on the south side by an anticlinal bulge of the
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Stop I (con.)

Shakopee (?), St. Peter, and Joachim
formations which plunges to the north-
west. This structure is modified by
minor folding and broken by several
faults. A fault block in the southeast
corner has strata which dip to the north-
east and probably represents the faulted
east flank of the plunging anticline.

It has been noted that the St.
Peter- Joachim sequence has been cut
by high angle faults which are nearly
parallel to the bedding. Quarry walls
(SW, S and ENE) stripped to these beds
exhibit the spectacular smooth curved
slickensided fault surfaces.

Numerous other features suggest
the intensity of deformation. The white
to rust-stained St. Peter sandstone is
intricately fractured, crushed, and
pulverized. The dense, brittle beds in
all formations exhibit conical fractures
(shattercones). Because a large per-
centage of the cones are oriented
with their apexes pointing upwards
stratigraphically, Dietz (1959, 1960)
has used this as evidence of force
from above such as one would expect
for meteorite impact. Many faults,
joints, and dilitant structures have a
breccia fill consisting of light gray
fine-grained sandy dolomite matrix
containing granule to pebble-sized
subangular white chert, limestone,
dolomite, and green and gray shale
fragments. Breccias throughout
the quarry are similar and seem to
have a common source. No volcanic
materials have been recognized nor
have any meteorite fragments or high
temperature polymorphs of silica such
as coesite been found in the quarry.

Northwest side.
The structure along the west

side of the ramp into the quarry is that
of a faulted asymmetrical syncline
involving Platteville, Galena, and
Maquoketa rocks. The syncline

FIGURE 5
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Stop 1 (con.)

plunges about 60 degrees to the northwest. Beds in the northeast limb are almost vertical,

whereas dips of approximately 60 degrees are more common on the opposite side. The center

of the syncline is split by a fault block of rusty-weathered dolomite which is bounded by two

oblique-slip faults.

West side of southwest part of guarry.

This wall represents the west limb of the quarry syncline which has been faulted to

duplicate the Platteville sequence. Beds dip steeply to the north and include rocks from the

bright green clay shale at the base of the St. Peter group to the lower Galena limestone. Numt~rous

bedding slips appear to be present along the high inaccessible wall.

South side.

The structure is one of an openly folded syncline on the west and anticline in the center

plunging steeply to the northwest. Remnants of Platteville-Joachim carbonates can be seen in

the synclinal trough along the steep high wall. Changes in attitude and stratigraphic sequence

indicate a cross fault in this trough. The contact of the Joachim and St. Peter beds on the east

flank of the syncline reveals the high angle faulting associated with this sequence. The boss-

like rust-stained surface of the St. Peter sandstone also shows the smooth curved slickensided

fault surface. There is a thin veneer of Joachim remaining on portions of this sloping surface

which shows some of the minor folding associated with the anticline. One small plunging syncline

can easily be spotted by the blotchy rust-stained Joachim carbonate bedding surface. These

beds have been fractured by a prominent joint set with many of the tension openings filled with

mortar-like breccia. Eastward several faults transect the beds one of which exposes the uncon-

formity green shales between the Shakoj:£e and St. Peter formations. The irregular knobby

cherty top surface of the Shakopee formation is also exposed at this place.

Southeast corner.

This re-entrant has northeast dipping Platteville strata separated from the northeast

side of the plunging anticline by a cross fault. The partially duplicated section extends from

the upper Joachim formation to the base of the Galena limestone. The north side of the re-

entrant has an overturned block of weathered Galena dolomite resting with unconformity on

a small outcrop of Elgin shale; otherwise, the exposures are poor and the relationship obscure.

East wall.

This wall is characterized by north-south steeply dipping smooth curved fault surfaces

and poor accessibility. Exposures are poor on the south side and relationships difficult to

understand. The prominently exposed fault surface in the middle of the high east wall is an

easterly dipping fault which drops a block of Galena and Elgin rocks downward and eastward.

There are several fault surfaces on the north side of the east wall which dip westward and seem

to involve rust-stained Joachim beds. In between the oppositely-dipping faults is a wedge of

Platteville strata. More information is needed to the east to understand the structural relationship

of this wall to that in the quarry.

North wall.

The stratigraphic sequence exposed along the north wall is similar to the southwest

part of the quarry. The section extends from Joachim rocks on the east to the Platteville-

Galena contact beneath the ramp On the west side; however, three faults displace blocks of

Galena strata to disrupt the normal sequence. St. Peter sandstone is reported to be present

beneath glacial drift east of the northeast corner of the quarry.
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Mileage

Geophysics

Published geophysical data on the Kentland area is indeed very meager. A magnetic

intensity map made by Zinn in 1932 was included in Shrock, 1937. In 1953 the Indiana Geologi-

cal Survey published a map of Indiana showing gravitational intensity. A map showing field

intensity of transmitted radio waves was made by Pullen, 1953. In none of the above references

was an interpretation made, but geophysical data is needed to establish the extent of the anomaly

and to find out whether the Precambrian basement has been affected by disruption.

Interpre tat ion

Air photos in southern Newton County suggest the possibility of a WNW -ESE lineament (7)

reflected through thin glacial cover south and southeast of the quarry (fig. 7). This interpretation

lends plausibility to the geophysical pattern based upon radio field strength measurements from

Station WAAF, Chicago (Pullen, 1953, p. 50, fig. 30). The plunge of the folds and lineations

(slickensides and mullion structure) also suggests an upward and radial shove as does the strati-

graphic sequence. It is possible that Cambrian strata may lie beneath the glacial drift to the

southeast and that a stratigraphic throw of over 3000 feet may be expected. The uplifted

block north of the lineament is in the form of a shattered half-dome whose strata slope radially

into normal regional stratigraphic position to the west, north, and east. The origin of the energy

necessary to produce this anomaly is still an enigma.

87.5 On leaving quarry, turn east (right) onto U.S. Route 24. Follow this route to Wabash. (Resume

itinerary by William J. Wayne.)

90.9 Pass through junction with Indiana Route 55, South.

91.5 Pass through junction with Indiana Route 55, North.
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